In this work we derive a class of optimally low-dissipation low-dispersion implicit Runge-Kutta (R-K) schemes. The schemes obtained by minimizing amplification and phase error suggest little dissipation and comparatively lesser dispersive nature. Emphasis here is to outline an algorithm that can be used to minimize dissipation and dispersion errors for various implicit R-K class of methods while retaining, to a large extent, their inherent improved stability and high accuracy virtues. Two groups, first being a set of two stage second and third order implicit schemes, and the second a cluster of three stage fourth order implicit and diagonally implicit schemes have been derived and discussed. Further dissipation and dispersion characteristics of a few high accuracy implicit R-K schemes are revealed. Finally, linear and nonlinear propagation problems are numerically tackled to establish significance and effectiveness of the schemes contemplated.
Introduction
Simulations in computational acoustics require highly accurate numerical schemes having low-dissipation, low-dispersion characteristics in addition to large stability limits. Towards this end, for transient problems, temporal integration has been mostly carried out using explicit Runge-Kutta (R-K) algorithms. This is in contrast to the methodical development of a plethora of discrete approximations for spatial derivatives. A historical account of progress achieved in developing efficient spatial discretization with low-dissipation and low-dispersion can be found in the works of Bogey and Bailly [1] , Berland et al. [2] and Bhumkar et al. [3] .
Prior work
The pioneering investigation on the development of efficient non-dissipative, non-dispersive time advancing method was carried out by Hu et al. [4] . In this work the authors have minimized difference between the numerical and exact amplification factors over cleverly chosen wavenumber domains for explicit R-K class of methods. The process outlined in [4] leads to a constrained minimization problem whose solution authors have perturbed to propose explicit four and five stage second order as well as six stage fourth order methods. Bogey and Bailly [1] and Berland et al. [5] used optimization of dissipation and phase error separetely to offer new explicit R-K schemes. Algorithms outlined in [1] are five and six stage having second order of accuracy whereas in [5] a six stage fourth order accurate low storage explicit R-K method has been suggested. Najafi-Yazdi and Mongeau [6] pointed out limitations of explicit R-K methods vis-a-vis stability considerations and proposed a three stage diagonally implicit A-stable low-dispersion low-dissipation R-K scheme. Authors in [6] minimized error between numerical and exact amplification following Hu et al. [4] over a chosen wavenumber range. The challenge involve here require minimization of non-linear inequalities over a four dimensional space and is not immediate. Nazari et al. [7] investigated truly fourth order three stage diagonally implicit R-K schemes and optimized associated error function which is the ratio of numerical amplitude to the analytical amplitude to arrive at low-dissipation low-dispersion scheme. In contrast to [6] the authors in [7] confined themselves to two free parameters and used symbolical procedure for optimization. Generalization of this procedure is indeed challenging.
In this work we propose a new algorithm which minimizes amplification as well as phase error and can be used for implicit R-K class of methods. This algorithm is used to suggest varied two stage and three stage implicit low-dissipation low-dispersion R-K scheme. The schemes thus designed are automatically A-stable and hence preserve numerical stability even for large time steps. The algorithm is easy to implement with little scope of ambiguity. The schemes thus designed are thoroughly analysed along with other low-dissipation low-dispersion R-K methods available in the literature as also a few high accuracy implicit schemes. These high accuracy schemes bearing good characteristics are particularly chosen to highlight their inherent potential.
Outline of this paper
The rest of this paper is organized into four sections. In Section 2, we briefly outline implicit R-K schemes and associated dissipation and dispersion errors. The proposed algorithm and its implementation is explained in Section 3. Numerical examples are used to test the newly proposed schemes in Section 4 and finally in Section 5 concluding remarks are offered.
Dissipation and dispersion characteristics of implicit RungeKutta schemes
For an Initial Value Problem (IVP) of the form
a R-stage implicit R-K method is defined as
where
Compactly R-K schemes can be represented by Butcher tableau [8] which with A = (a rs ) R×R is written as
A strictly lower triangular A in Eq. (5) corresponds to an explicit R-K scheme where as a lower triangular A with non-zero diagonal entries make the scheme diagonally implicit. Otherwise the scheme is implicit. The consistency condition, which also guarantee first order accuracy, demands that
The scheme can achieve p-th order of accuracy if values for constants b r , c r , a rs are such that on expansion in powers of ∆t, Eq. (2) differ from the Taylor algorithm, given by
only in the (p + 1)-th and higher powers of ∆t. Some tedious derivation thus leads to the following order conditions
Rooted trees shown against Eqs. (6) , (8)- (14) are pictorial representations of various order conditions [8] . Specifications for higher order can be obtained by pursuing general treatment given by Butcher [8] . Note that only two of the three Eqs. (12)-(14) are independent. Subsequent to the works of Najafi-Yazdi and Mongeau [6] and Nazari et al. [7] we carry out stability and phase-lag analysis of implicit R-K method by using the test equationu = Iλu
where I = √ −1. For an R-stage implicit R-K method we write
to denote the stages of solutions for (n + 1)-th time step. Thus for the test equation
with 1 = (1, 1, ..., 1) T being a vector of length R. Hence
where I R is the identity matrix of order R and σ = λ∆t. Therefore using Eq. (2) the solution at (n + 1)-th time step is given by
The numerical amplification can thus be represented as
Comparing with the exact amplification
we see that for a numerically stable R-K scheme i.e. |G N (σ)| ≤ 1, the amplification (dissipation) and phase (dispersion) errors are represented by 1 − |G N (σ)| and arg(G N (σ)) − σ respectively. As noted in [6, 7] a lowdissipation low-dispersion scheme is one which safeguard minimum amplification and phase error even at larger values of σ. Hence emphasis should be on developing schemes having these characteristics for complete range of values of σ.
Low-dissipation low-dispersion implicit Runge-Kutta schemes
Main understanding in designing the schemes is two fold: (i) is to have as little numerical dissipation error as possible in the entire range and (ii) minimize dispersion error by introducing additional constraints. The procedure advocated here to derive low-dissipation low-dispersion implicit R-K schemes can be limned in the following lines:
1. Chose an appropriate stage number R for the scheme. 2. Appeal at least second order accuracy. 3. Introduce additional conditions such that |G N (σ)| is close to unity. 4. Insists requisite accuracy and make available free parameters. 5. Formulate phase error in L 2 -norm over a suitable wavenumber space and deduce constrained minimization conditions. 6. Solve the entire system of equations.
In the following sections we illustrate this algorithm for various two and three stage implicit methods. Although any sub-domain can be used; in this work we define phase error over [0, π] to explore effect of entire wavenumber space.
Two stage schemes 3.1.1. Second order implicit
In two stage implicit schemes A = (a rs ) 2×2 . Numerical amplification factor thus takes the form
If the two stage implicit scheme possesses atleast second order accuracy then 
From the above expressions it is seen that the dissipation error can be minimized, with |G N,2 (σ)| = 1, by taking
This further implies
.
Eqs. (25), (26) and (29) constitute a set of three equations in six coefficients b 1 , b 2 , a 11 , a 12 , a 21 , a 22 and hence provide ample opportunity to minimize dispersion error. The coefficients are determined by minimizing phase error in L 2 -norm over the entire range σ ∈ [0, π] defined as:
with Y = a 12 a 21 − a 11 a 22 . The said minima corresponds to
and the minimum value is P E L 2 [0,π] min = 4.238151 × 10 −2 . This is also substantiated in the Figure 1 where phase error has been charted. A double infinite family of solution exists for the system of four equations (25) admit minima in real line with minimum phase error P E L 2 [0,π] min = 3.407659× 10 −1 which is significantly higher compared to fully implicit case and is clearly recognized in Figure 1 (b). Thus for optimal second order diagonally implicit schemes the coefficients are found to satisfy
Again an infinite family of solutions exits some of which have been arranged in Table 2 . 0.2500000000 0.2500000000 0.2500000000
Third and higher order implicit
Next it is of interest to look for existence of third order accurate two stage schemes for which additional order conditions
are required to be satisfied. It has been found that the above two equations (35) and (36) together with the eqs. (25), (26) and (29) (26), (29), (35) and (36) being five equations in six unknowns admit one parameter family of infinite solutions a few of which can be found in the Table 3 . It is significant to note that the third set of values (C3) in Table 3 dovetails Gauss-Legendre [8] two stage method and indeed satisfy fourth order accuracy conditions given by the eqs. (11)-(14). This scheme, denoted here as IRK24, should be favourable when one demands higher accuracy but encompasses dispersive features as good as any other LDDIRK23 scheme.
Three stage schemes 3.3.1. Fourth order implicit
We next venture into three stage implicit methods and explore the possibility of using above methodology and come up with new low-dissipation, low-dispersion R-K schemes. Here A = (a rs ) 3×3 , and as such there are twelve free parameters {b r , a rs : 1 ≤ r, s ≤ 3} which are to be determined such that the scheme enjoys not only high accuracy but also good dissipation and dispersion characteristics.
Numerical amplification for a three stage implicit scheme possessing at least second order accuracy is
where 
To keep dissipation error at minimum we aim to compute free coefficients in such a manner that |G N,3 (σ)| = 1. In this context eqs. (39) and (40) reveals necessity of
As noted earlier since there are twelve free parameters it is worthwhile to look for fourth order of accuracy which will require additional five conditions given in Eqs. (9)-(13), Eq. (14) being dependent on others, to be satisfied. Some tedious analysis of nine equations (6), (8)- (14), (41) We thus expand to formulate dispersion error for the fourth order three stage implicit method by the function 
Using Eq. (43) the error function in Eq. (44) can be written as
where X = a 11 a 22 + a 22 a 33 + a 33 a 11 − a 12 a 21 − a 23 a 32 − a 31 a 13 .
The minimum value of P E(X)
at X = 0.1010711100. Accordingly for minimum dispersion error the coefficients must satisfy the additional condition a 11 a 22 + a 22 a 33 + a 33 a 11 − a 12 a 21 − a 23 a 32 − a 31 a 13 = 0.1010711100. (47) A plot of the phase error given by Eq. (45) has been shown in Figure 2 .
Finally it can be enunciated that nine equations (6), (8)- (13), (41) and (47) are to be satisfied by twelve coefficients for a three stage implicit scheme to maintain minimum dissipation and dispersion error. Solving we get infinite solution set of dimension three a few of which have been shown in Table 4 .
Fourth order diagonally implicit
Here less formidable diagonally implicit case is investigated for which a 12 = a 13 = a 23 = 0. As mentioned in the preceding section since there are twelve coefficients to be determined so as to satisfy only nine equations there lies a possibility for diagonally implicit scheme having low-dissipation, low-dispersion characteristics. As expected such a formulation will have to satisfy Eq. (41) and must attain minimum of Using Eqs. (41) and (43) this can be written in terms of X as
We look to find a condition on X so that the Eq. (51) has three real roots. Limiting situation corresponds to the equation acquiring double root as the third root is always real. Algebraic simplifications entail X ≈ −0.6937170606 for existence of double root for Eq. (51) implying imaginary roots for X > −0.6937170606. Thus the equation
together with other eight equations (6), (8)- (13) and (41) correspond to diagonally implicit scheme with least possible phase error P E L 2 [0,π] min = 7.731315 × 10 −1 . This is decidedly higher than fully implicit optimal methods and is further visualized in Figure 2(b) . Solution of this system reveals existence of three diagonally implicit three stage fourth order optimum dissipation dispersion R-K schemes as delineated in Table 5 . These methods closely resembles to the ones proposed by Nazari et al. [7] where authors have vividly established optimized diagonally implicit R-K schemes. 
Higher order fully implicit
In section 3.3.1. we have seen that for three stage low-dissipation lowdispersion implicit methods the solution set is of dimension three. Thus it may be of interest to explore higher order methods having same dissipation and dispersion characteristics. For any R-K class of scheme to be of fifth order it has to satisfy additional nine conditions which using rooted trees can be inscribed as , , , , , , , , [8] . Hence to come up with a fifth order accurate scheme it is imperative to compromise dispersive quality of the scheme thus generated as was the case for two stage schemes and are not discussed here. For sake of completeness we shall like to point out the Gauss-Legendre three stage scheme [8] having Butcher tableau representation 
This scheme, although three stage, indeed carries sixth order of accuracy and is denoted as IRK36. Notwithstanding, it admit an overall phase error P E L 2 [0,π] = 1.280546 × 10 −2 for the interval [0, π], which is ten times the dispersion error for a optimized three stage fourth order fully implicit scheme.
Comparison of numerical characteristics
We compare numerical characteristics of diverse groups of schemes derived here with those available in the literature such as low-dispersion lowdissipation three stage diagonally implicit R-K (LDDDIRK32) method of Najafi-Yazdi and Mongeau [6] , low-dissipation low-dispersion three stage fourth order diagonally implicit R-K (LDDDIRK34) method derived by Nazari et al. [7] , three stage fourth order singly diagonally implicit R-K (SDIRK34) method [9] and the four stage fourth order explicit R-K (RK44) method. We also consider two stage fourth order (IRK24) and three stage sixth order (IRK36) implicit Gauss-Legendre methods because of their good numerical characteristics as seen earlier. It is noteworthy to point out that to the best of our knowledge dispersion characteristics of these two Gauss-Legendre methods are not well documented in the literature.
The schemes developed here are designed to have little dissipation error. This aspect of varied newly formulated methods have been clearly exemplified in Figure 3(a) , where for all values of σ, amplification factor of various schemes are plotted. All newly developed schemes along with LDDDIRK34 [7] and Gauss-Legendre methods IRK24 and IRK36 show negligible dissipation error as numerical amplification remain fixed at unity and hence ensure not only stability but also significantly better dissipation characteristics. This is epitomized in Figure 3 (b) where logarithmic scale is used. RK44 and SDIRK34 [9] show significant dissipation error. Although designed as lowdissipation scheme, LDDDIRK32 [6] also display some dissipation error.
From Figure 3 (c) it is heartening to note that for various newly proposed schemes phase error reported is decidedly better than formal low-dissipation low-dispersion schemes. Newly developed LDDIRK22, LDDIRK23, LD-DIRK34 class of schemes along with IRK36 possesses least dispersion errors. This clearly personify merit of the strategy advocated in this work. In Figure 3(d) , under logarithmic scale, it is observed that for small wavenumbers IRK36 perform slightly better than new LDDIRK34 in preserving dispersion characteristics. In the same vein newly developed LDDIRK23 seems to be better compared to LDDIRK22 although overall for the entire domain [0, π] reverse holds as predicted earlier. A closer look reveals that LDDIRK23 is having lesser dispersion error vis-a-vis LDDIRK22 for the range of σ values almost upto 1.98. Literally, in terms of phase error we can conclude that, LDDIRK22 holds advantage over LDDIRK23 only for waves having less than 3.17 time step per period with T /∆t = 2π/σ. Similarly although for the entire wave range LDDIRK34 theoretically predict lesser phase error compared to IRK36 but for angular frequency upto 2.07 i.e. for waves with more than 3.04 time step per period IRK36 is clearly preferred over LDDIRK34. Since Figure 3 (d) uses logarithmic scale along y-axis the difference of phase error between LDDIRK34 and IRK36 is two order of magnitude less than the difference between LDDIRK22 and LDDIRK23. Here it is worthy to point out that, if required, algorithm proposed here can be restricted to a smaller ambit of domain and hence schemes can be developed with thrust upto a certain wavenumber. Likewise, it must be said that high accuracy GaussLegendre methods IRK24 and IRK36 show good numerical characteristics which are yet to be fully explored. These figures further verify that there is little difference between LDDDIRK34 proposed by Nazari et al. [7] and the newly developed LDDDIRK34, as mentioned earlier.
Numerical Examples

Problem 1: Periodic test
Following Nazari et al. [7] we consider the periodical initial value problem,
whose analytical solution is
This problem is studied to investigate numerical order of accuracy of various schemes conceptualized in this work. Assuming u 0 = 0 andū 0 = ω, the solution reduces to u(t) = sin(ωt). Two frequencies ω and k are maintained at constant values 10 and 15 respectively [7] . Four different time stepping ∆t = 0.002, 0.004, 0.008 and 0.016 are taken to compute absolute error at t = 0.784 in the vicinity of point of maxima of u(t). Results thus obtained are arranged in Table 6 . It is seen that all newly proposed low-dissipation, lowdispersion methods from diverse categories viz. LDDIRK22, LDDDIRK22, LDDIRK23, LDDIRK34, and LDDDIRK34 are able to match upto their theoretical estimate. Higher convergence of LDDIRK23-C3 is attributed to its correspondence to Gauss-Legendre [8] formula as noted earlier.
Further it is recognized that separate schemes under a particular category produces distinctive absolute errors as the underlying implicit system, solved using open-source tool Lis [10] , changes with alteration in the values of parameter. 
Problem 2: Linear convection equation
Consider the linear convection equation
with initial condition
which is a combination of two waves of wavenumbers 2πk 1 and 2πk 2 . Following Najafi-Yazdi and Mongeau [6] we take x m = 90, b = 20, k 1 = 0.125 and k 2 = 0.0625 and compute solutions upto t = 300 for CFL numbers (N c ) 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0. Spatial discretization is carried out using sixth order five point Lele scheme [11] with ∆x = 0.5. A large computational domain with Dirichlet boundary condition is used to avoid problems of boundary reflection. In this problem our aim is to document dispersive effects of various implicit low-dissipation low-dispersion schemes hitherto introduced. We also wish to highlight effect of phase error on the overall accuracy of numerical schemes. Table 7 : Problem 2: L 2 -norm error between numerical and exact solutions at t = 300.
1.6013e-02 6.2300e-02 1.3067e-01 2.0416e-01 -New LDDDIRK22 2.8400e-02 1.0990e-01 2.1891e-01 2.8387e-01 -New LDDIRK23
1.4032e-04 1.2875e-03 6.1481e-03 1.8939e-02 8.8742e-02 IRK24
1.4968e-04 1.2886e-03 6.1548e-03 1.8936e-02 8.8735e-02 New LDDIRK34
6.7431e-05 1.0310e-05 3.0621e-04 1.0610e-03 4.8808e-03 New LDDDIRK34 3.6062e-03 5.0853e-02 1.9504e-01 2.5039e-01 -LDDDIRK32
4.6554e-03 1.9830e-02 4.5451e-02 7.7114e-02 -IRK36
7.5025e-05 7.4967e-05 8.6931e-05 1.5633e-04 1.0877e-03
In Table 7 and Figures 4-6 we present our results. Although various optimized schemes have been made available in each category we choose to demonstrate using first scheme of each category viz. A1, B1, C1, D1 and E1. C3 which represent two stage Gauss-Legendre scheme, IRK24, is additionally used because of its own significance. Comparison of solution obtained using C1 and C3 (IRK24) will also reveal how error varies as schemes are switched within each category. Among the low-dissipation low-dispersion schemes available in the literature LDDDIRK32 [6] is used for analogy whereas LD-DDIRK34 schemes as given by Nazari et al. [7] are not examined because of their close resemblance to those obtained in this study as noted earlier.
Three stage Gauss-Legendre scheme, IRK36, earlier seen to carry good dissipation and dispersion characteristics, is also examined. From the Table 7 , it is seen that LDDIRK23 and IRK24, both of which carry identical dispersion characteristics but different order of accuracy, produces matching error for all CFL numbers. This clearly exemplify importance of dispersion relation preserving schemes. It is noteworthy to point out that LDDIRK22, which by design carries overall least phase error in the domain [0, π] among all two stage schemes, display inferior quality solution as compared to LDDIRK23. This is markedly visible in the Figure 4 for increasing N c . This phenomena may be attributed to LDDIRK23 having lesser dispersion error vis-a-vis LDDIRK22 for the range of σ values almost upto 1.98 as noted earlier. This phenomena is further accentuated on comparison of errors reported by newly developed LDDIRK34 and IRK36. IRK36, which is clearly preferred for angular frequency upto 2.07, is seen to perform slightly better compared to LDDIRK34. This occurrence enlighten us about the importance of wavenumber domain to be used for phase error optimization and should not be deemed as inherent constraint of optimized schemes. Error reported for remaining schemes viz. LDDDIRK22, LDDDIRK34, LDDDIRK32 in Table 7 Figure 6 (a) we make a comparison of the solutions obtained by these four schemes for N c =2.0. A magnified view of the results around its maxima is presented in Figure 6 (b) which reveals not only anticipated superiority of three stage scheme but also identical dispersive error for LDDIRK23 and IRK24. With CFL number increased to 3.0 two stage schemes starts depicting higher phase difference and is evident in Figure  6 (c). Among three stage schemes zoomed view in 6(d) expose LDDIRK34 admitting slightly more error compared to IRK36 in conformity with the results presented in Table 7 .
Problem 3: Convection equation with a non-linear source term
We next consider convection equation
with a stiff non-linear source term f (u) = u − u 2 following the works of Nazari et al. [7] . This equation which models non-equilibrium gas dynamics is chosen to test efficiency of the newly developed schemes for non-linear problems. Computation is carried out using mesh ∆x = 0.05 over a domain [0, 25] with initial condition given by the wave
For this problem we use upwind scheme and compute for CFL numbers 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. Error obtained using different schemes at t = 2.0 have been compared in Table 8 . In the absence of analytical solution error in L 2 -norm is calculated relative to a reference solution obtained using IRK36 with a small CFL number N c = 0.001. IRK36 is chosen for computing the reference solution as it possesses highest order of theoretical accuracy among the schemes studied in addition to good numerical characteristics. From the table it can be observed that theoretical order of convergence stands numerically verified for almost all the schemes except IRK36 even for this non-linear problem. Sharp drop of accuracy for IRK36 at small time steps may be attributed to reference solution begin obtained with the scheme. It is noteworthy to point out that LDDDIRK34 proposed initially by Nazari et al. [7] and discussed throughly in this work fails to converge for N c > 0.5. However this method does lead to converged solution for smaller N c values as reported in [7] and verified in our work. Here LDDDIRK34 display highest dispersion error among all three stage schemes. It must be pointed out that with increase in N c , RK44 diverges out which conform to its inherent defined over the domain [0, 5] . This equation, which find its application in high speed flows, displays formation of shock discontinuity with time and is traditionally difficult to capture [3] . We use a fine mesh spacing ∆x = 0.005 and compute for N c = 0.5. Spatial discretization is carried out using sixth order compact Lele's scheme [11] . At t = 0.9 exact solution exhibit a very steep shock. In Figure 8 (a) we present comparison of exact solution with numerical solutions obtained using different methods. From the figure it is clear that all newly developed numerical schemes are able to correctly predict the steep shock at t = 0.9. In fact numerical solutions match quite well with the exact solution highlighting success of newly developed schemes. Two zoomed views are presented in Figure 8 (b) to analyse closely error reported by two and three stage methods where difference between the exact and computed solutions is evident. Almost identical pattern of high wavenumber grid scale oscillations restricted to a small region near the solution discontinuity is visible for both two and three stage methods in Figure 8 (b). This may be attributed to numerical characteristics of spatial discretization used. 
Conclusion
Possibility of low-dissipation low-dispersion implicit R-K schemes have been thoroughly investigated. In the process an algorithm to minimize amplitude and phase errors over any chosen wavenumber space is suggested. Subsequently, using the proposed algorithm to two and three stage R-K methods, we are able to come up with distinct classes of schemes with negligible dissipation error and optimized dispersion variation in the domain [0, π]. Schemes thus derived are A-stable and retain inherent higher order of accuracy to a large extent. We also analyse numerical characteristics of two and three stage Gauss-Legendre methods, viz. IRK24 and IRK36. These methods, known for their immense accuracy, are found to exhibit very low phase error especially at relatively lower angular frequency. Just as it is seen that for error minimization suitable choice of wavenumber domain significantly influence characteristics of the scheme thus developed.
Four different numerical tests are envisaged to illustrate importance of dissipation and dispersion relation preserving character for temporal discretization and also to demonstrate efficiency and accuracy of the schemes proposed. For methods with negligible dissipation error we see that accuracy decreases with increase in dispersion error and is not always dependent on the order of convergence. For stiff non-linear problems, schemes with good dissipation and dispersion characteristics are found to be more efficient.
